DURAVENT FLEXIBLE CHIMNEY LINING SYSTEMS WITH A TEE AT THE THIMBLE

Prepare the liner assembly. Slide the expanded end of the Tee body onto the liner and tighten the draw band. Attach the Tee Cap to the Tee Body in the same fashion. Do not attach the Tee Snout at this time.

Note: DuraFlex SW® must be installed with the arrow imprinted on the liner pointing AWAY from the appliance! The rough side should face towards the appliance.

Lower the liner into the chimney from the top until the Tee reaches the thimble area. Push the snout through the thimble into the chimney. Align the studs on the tee with the locking cutouts in the snout, then slide the snout into the tee. Rotate the snout clockwise to “snap” it into a lock position.